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Abstract

Scene Graph Generation (SGG) aims to build a structured
representation of a scene using objects and pairwise rela-
tionships, which benefits downstream tasks. However, current
SGG methods usually suffer from sub-optimal scene graph
generation because of the long-tailed distribution of training
data. To address this problem, we propose Resistance Train-
ing using Prior Bias (RTPB) for the scene graph generation.
Specifically, RTPB uses a distributed-based prior bias to im-
prove models’ detecting ability on less frequent relationships
during training, thus improving the model generalizability on
tail categories. In addition, to further explore the contextual
information of objects and relationships, we design a contex-
tual encoding backbone network, termed as Dual Transformer
(DTrans). We perform extensive experiments on a very pop-
ular benchmark, VG150, to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our method for the unbiased scene graph generation. In spe-
cific, our RTPB achieves an improvement of over 10% under
the mean recall when applied to current SGG methods. Fur-
thermore, DTrans with RTPB outperforms nearly all state-
of-the-art methods with a large margin. Code is available at
https://github.com/ChCh1999/RTPB

Introduction
Scene graph generation aims to understand the semantic
content of an image via a scene graph, where nodes indi-
cate visual objects and edges indicate pairwise object rela-
tionships. An intuitive example of scene graph generation is
shown in Figure 1. Scene graph generation is beneficial to
bridge the gap between the low-level visual perceiving data
and the high-level semantic description. Therefore, a reliable
scene graph can provide powerful support for downstream
tasks, such as image captioning (Zhong et al. 2020), image
retrieval (Johnson et al. 2015), and visual question answer-
ing (Tang et al. 2019).

Scene graph generation usually suffers from the long-
tail problem of relationships in training data (Tang et al.
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Figure 1: (a) an input image with detected objects. (b) a gen-
erated scene graph, which is a graphical representation of
the input image with objects and pairwise relationships. (c)
the long-tail distribution of object relationships in the Visual
Genome (VG) dataset (Krishna et al. 2016).

2020; Chen et al. 2019b; Zhan et al. 2019). For example,
as shown in Figure 1(c), the widely used scene graph gen-
eration dataset, Visual Genome (Krishna et al. 2016), is
dominated by a few relationships with coarse-grained de-
scriptions (head categories), whereas there are no sufficient
annotations available for other less frequent relationships
(tail categories). This severe imbalanced distribution makes
it difficult for an unbiased scene graph generation, consider-
ing there are only a few training samples in real-world sce-
narios for recognizing less frequent relationships.

To address the above-mentioned issues, many class re-
balancing strategies have been introduced for unbiased
scene graph generation (Tang et al. 2020; Li et al. 2021a).
However, existing methods still struggle to achieve satisfac-
tory performance on tail categories, and more sophisticated
solutions are desirable. Inspired that humans increase mus-
cle strength by making their muscles work against a force,
we propose resistance training using prior bias (RTPB) to
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improve the detection of less-frequently relationships and
address the long-tail problem in SGG. Specifically, RTPB
assigns a class-specific resistance to the model during train-
ing, where the resistance on each relationship is determined
by a prior bias, named resistance bias. The resistance bias is
first initialized by the prior statistic about the relationships
in the training set. The motivation of a resistance bias is to
enforce the model to strengthen the ability on less frequent
relationships, since they are always corresponding to heavier
resistance. In this way, RTPB enables the model to resist the
influence of the imbalanced training dataset. Furthermore,
to better explore global features for recognizing the relation-
ships, we design a contextual encoding backbone network,
named dual Transformer (DTrans for short). Specifically,
the DTrans use two stacks of the Transformers to encode
the global information for objects and relationships sequen-
tially. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed RTPB,
we introduce it into recent state-of-the-art methods and our
DTrans. Specifically, RTPB can bring an improvement of
over 10% in terms of the mean recall criterion compared
with other methods. By integrating with the DTrans base-
line, RTPB achieves a new state-of-the-art performance for
the unbiased scene graph generation.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows: 1) We propose a novel resistance training strategy
using prior bias (RTPB) to improve the model generalizabil-
ity on the rare relationships in the training dataset; 2) We
define a general form of resistance bias and devise different
types of specific bias by using different ways to model object
relationship; 3) We introduce a contextual encoding struc-
ture based on the transformer to form a simple yet effective
baseline for scene graph generation. Extensive experiments
on a very popular benchmark demonstrate significant im-
provements of our RTPB and DTrans compared with many
competitive counterparts for unbiased SGG.

Related Work
Scene Graph Generation
Scene graph generation belongs to visual relationship de-
tection and uses a graph to represent visual objects and the
relationships between them (Johnson et al. 2015). In early
works, detection and prediction are performed only based on
specific objects or object pairs (Lu et al. 2016), which can’t
make full use of the semantic information in the input image.
To take the contextual information into consideration, later
works utilize the whole image by designing various network
architectures, such as biLSTM (Zellers et al. 2018), TreeL-
STM (Tang et al. 2019) and GNN (Yang et al. 2018; Li et al.
2021b). Some other works try to utilize external information,
such as linguistic knowledge and knowledge graph, to fur-
ther improve scene graph generation (Lu et al. 2016; Chen
et al. 2019b; Yu et al. 2017; Gu et al. 2019).

However, due to the annotator preference and image dis-
tribution, this task suffers from a severe data imbalance is-
sue. Dozens of works thus try to address this issue, and the
main focus is on reducing the influence of long-tail distri-
bution and building a balanced model for relationship pre-
diction. Tang et al. also try to use causal analysis (Tang

et al. 2020) to reduce the influence of training data distri-
bution on the final model. Some other works (Chen et al.
2019a; Zhan et al. 2020; Chiou et al. 2021) address this
issue in a positive-unlabeled learning manner, and typical
imbalance learning methods, such as re-sampling and cost-
sensitive learning, are also introduced for scene graph gen-
eration (Li et al. 2021a; Yan et al. 2020). Unlike these ap-
proaches, we adopt the resistance training strategy using
prior bias (RTPB), which utilizes a resistance bias item for
the relationship classifier during training to optimize the loss
value and classification margin of each type of relationship.

Imbalanced Learning
Imbalanced learning methods can be roughly divided into
two categories: resampling and cost-sensitive learning.

Resampling Resampling methods change the class ratio
to make the dataset a balanced one. These methods can be
divided into two categories: oversampling and undersam-
pling. Oversampling increases the count of the less frequent
classes (Chawla et al. 2002), and hence may lead to overfit-
ting for minority classes. Undersampling reduces the sam-
ple of major categories, and thus is not feasible when data
imbalance is severe since it discards a portion of valuable
data (Liu, Wu, and Zhou 2008).

Cost-sensitive Learning Cost-sensitive learning assigns
different weights to samples of different categories (Elkan
2001). Re-weighting is a widely used cost-sensitive strategy
by using prior knowledge to balance the weights across cat-
egories. Early works use the reciprocal of their frequency or
a smoothed version of the inverse square root of class fre-
quency to adjust the training loss of different classes. How-
ever, this tends to increase the difficulty of model optimiza-
tion under extreme data imbalanced settings and large-scale
scenarios. In (Cui et al. 2019), class balanced (CB) weight
is defined as the inverse effective number of samples. Some
other approaches dynamically adjust the weight for each
sample based on the model’s performance (Lin et al. 2017;
Li, Liu, and Wang 2019; Cao et al. 2019).

Different from these approaches, which directly deal with
the loss function, we add a prior bias on the classification
logits for each class based on the distribution of training
dataset. In this way, we provide a new approach to import
additional category-specific information and address the im-
balance problem through adjusting the classification bound-
aries. A similar idea is proposed in (Menon et al. 2020)
for long-tailed recognition, and we differ from them signifi-
cantly in the tasks and formulations.

Methods
Problem Setting and Overview
Problem Setting Given an image I, our goal is to predi-
cate a graph G = {V, E}, where V is the set of objects in the
image and E is pairwise relationships of objects in V . Each
object v ∈ V consists of the bounding box coordinates bv

for location and the class label cv for type. An edge e ∈ E
include the pair of a subject and a object, i.e., (vs, vo), and
the label of the relationship r between vs and v0. Typically,
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Figure 2: The overall structure of our method. We adopt Faster RCNN as the object detector. Dual Transformer is used to encode
object/relationship features. RTPB addresses the long-tail problem by adjusting the classification logits of each relationship.

for object v ∈ V , the label cv belongs to Ce = {1, 2, ..., Le},
where Le is the number of object labels. The label of rela-
tionship cr are in Cr = {1, 2, ..., Lr}, where Lr is the num-
ber of relationship labels.

In the commonly used SGG pipeline, the probability of
scene graph Pr(G|I) is formulated as:

Pr(G|I) = Pr(B|I)Pr(O|I,B)Pr(G|I,B,O), (1)

where Pr(B|I) indicates the proposal generation. The B is
the set of bounding box bv , which is conducted by an object
detector. Pr(O|I,B) denotes the object classification. The
O is the set of object class cv , and Pr(G|I,B,O) means the
final relationship classification.

Methods Overview Figure 2 shows the overall structure
of our method. Following previous works (Tang et al. 2020;
Zellers et al. 2018), we utilize Faster RCNN (Ren et al.
2015) to generate object proposals and corresponding fea-
tures from the input image. For each object proposal, the
object detector conducts the bounding box coordinates bv ,
visual feature gv , and object classification score zv ∈ R|Cv|.
Besides, to improve the relationship prediction, the back-
bone also generates the feature of the union boxes of each
pair of objects. Then, we introduce our Dual Transformer
(DTrans), which uses two stacks of Transformers to encode
the context-aware representations for objects and relation-
ships, respectively. Moreover, to address the long-tail prob-
lem for SGG, we adopt the resistance training using prior
bias (RTPB) for unbiased SGG. In the training phase, the
RTPB assigns resistance to the model by the prior bias,
named resistance bias.

Dual Transformer
We propose the Dual Transformer (DTrans) for better con-
textual information encoding. As shown in Figure 2, based

on the outputs of the object detector, i.e., the location of ob-
jects, the feature of objects, and the feature of union boxes,
the DTrans uses self-attention to encode the context-aware
representation of objects and relationships.

Self-attention Our model uses two stacks of transform-
ers to obtain the contextual information for objects and
the corresponding pairwise relationships. Each transformer
encodes the input features with self-attention mechanisms
(Vaswani et al. 2017), which mainly consists of the atten-
tion and the feed-forward network. The attention matrix is
calculated as

Attention(Q,K, V ) = σ(
QKT

√
dk

)V, (2)

where query (Q), keys (K), and value (V ) are obtained from
the input feature through three different linear transforma-
tion layers, 1/

√
dk is the scaling factor for the dot prod-

uct of Q and K (Vaswani et al. 2017), and σ is the soft-
max function. Besides, we utilize the multi-head attention,
which is used to divide the Q, K, and V into nh parts and
calculates the attentions of each part. Next, a feed-forward
network (FFN) is used to mix the attentions of each part up.

Object Encoder As shown in Figure 2, based on all the
results about object proposals from the object detector, we
first compose them to initialize a feature vector of the corre-
sponding object as follows:

ev = Wo[pos(bv), gv, ebd(cv)], (3)

where [·, ·] denotes the concatenation operation, the pos is
a learnable position encoding method for object location,
ebd(cv) is the GloVe vector embedding for object label cv ,
and Wo is a linear transformation layer used to initialize the
object feature from the above information. Then, we feed the
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ev into a stack of no transformers to obtain the final context-
aware features efinalv for objects. The efinalv is first used to
produce the final classification result of objects as follows:

pv = σ(W o
clfe

final
v ), (4)

where W o
clf is the object classifier. And then, the efinalv is

also used to generate the features of the pairwise relation-
ships of objects in the later part of our model.

Relationship Encoder Before encoding the features of re-
lationships, we first carry out a feature fusion operation to
generate the basic representation of relationships. For each
directed object pair (s, o), we concatenate the visual feature
gU(s,o) of the union box of s and o, and the context-aware
features of the subject s and the object o. Then, we use a
linear transformation to obtain the representation of the re-
lationship between the subject s and the object o:

es,o = Wr[gU(s,o), e
final
s , efinalo ], (5)

where Wr is a linear transformation layer used to com-
press the relationship features. efinals and efinalo are the final
context-aware features of subject s and object o.

Then, we use another stack of nr Transformers to encode
the features of relationships and produce the final feature
efinals,o for the relationship between subject s and object o.
Finally, the relationship classifier uses the feature efinals,o to
recognize the pairwise relationships as follows

ps,o = σ(zs,o) = σ(W r
clse

final
s,o ), (6)

where zs,o = Wclse
final
s,o is vector of the logits for relation-

ship classification, andW r
cls is the relationship classifier.

Resistance Training using Prior Bias
Inspired by the idea of resistance training that muscle turns
to be stronger if they are training with heavier resistance
(Kraemer and Ratamess 2004), we propose the resistance
training using prior bias (RTPB) for unbiased SGG. Our
RTPB uses the prior bias as the resistance for the model only
during training to adjust the model’s strength for different re-
lationships. We name the prior bias as resistance bias, which
is applied to the model in the training phase as:

ẑs,o = zs,o − b, (7)

where zs,o = [z1, z2, ..., zLr ] is the vector of logits for re-
lationship classification in Eq. (6), and b = [b1, b2, ..., bLr ]
is the vector of resistance bias for each relationship. By as-
signing relatively heavier resistance to the tail relationships
during training, we enable the model without resistance to
better handle the tail relationships and obtain a balanced per-
formance between the tail and head relationships.

In the following, we first introduce four resistance biases
from the prior statistic about the training set. Then, we ana-
lyze how RTPB works through the loss and the objective.

Instances for Resistance Bias We define the basic form
of resistance bias bi for relationship i ∈ Cr as follows:

bi = −log

(
wa

i∑
j∈Cr

wa
j

+ ϵ

)
, (8)

where wi is the weight of relationship i, and a, ϵ are the
hyper-parameters used to adjust the distribution of bi. For
resistance bias, the category weight wi is negatively corre-
lated to the resistance bias bi. Therefore, to assign the head
categories of relationship small resistance, distribution of the
weight wi should be correlated to the long-tail distribution
of the training set. We introduce four resistance biases:

Count Resistance Bias (CB) Intuitively, for the general
classification task, we can set the bias weight wi of resis-
tance bias with the proportion of sample for each relation-
ship in the training set. We denote this type of resistance
bias as count resistance bias (CB).

Valid Resistance Bias (VB) Besides the number of sam-
ples, the long-tail problem also occurs between the general
descriptions and the detailed ones. Therefore, we formulate
valid pair as follows: if there is relationship i ∈ Cr for ob-
ject pair (s, o) in the training set, the (s, o) is a valid pair
of relationship i. The distribution of valid pair count for the
popular SGG data set, Visual Genome (Krishna et al. 2016),
is shown in the Figure.3. We set the weight wi as the pro-
portion of valid pair for relationship i. In this way, the RTPB
can distinguish between the general descriptions of relation-
ships and the rare ones. We call this resistance bias Valid
Resistance Bias (VB).

Pair Resistance Bias (PB) However, for the SGG task,
the classification of relationship is related to not only the
relationship, but the pair of entities. Thus we try to use the
relationship distribution of each object pair. For different ob-
ject pairs, the bias are different. In application, we select the
bias based on the classification result of objects. For object
pair (s, o), the resistance bias for relationship i is follows:

bs,o,i = −log

(
wa

s,o,i∑
j∈Cr

wa
s,o,j

+ ϵ

)
, (9)

where ws,o,i s the ratio of the relationship i in all the rela-
tionships between subject s and object o in the training set.
And we call this resistance bias as Pair Resistance Bias (PB)

Estimated Resistance Bias (EB) Because many pairs of
s, o have only a little number of valid relationships and few
annotations, the number of relationship sample for particular
object pair can hardly show the general distribution of rela-
tionship in many cases. Thus we propose subject-predicate
and predicate-object count nsppo to estimate the relationship
distribution. For subject s, object o and relationship i, it’s
calculated as

nsppo
s,o,i =

√∑
o′∈Ce

ns,o′,i ×
∑
s′∈Ce

ns′,o,i, (10)

where ns,o,i is the count of relationship i between subject
s and object o. Then we produce a new resistance bias
by replacing the weight ws,o,i in Eq. (9) with the propor-
tion nsppo

s,o,i/
∑

j∈Cr
nsppo
s,o,j . We name this type of resistance as

Estimated Resistance Bias (EB).

Loss with RTPB In this section, we analyze the effect of
RTPB through classification loss. In the classifier, we con-
duct the final relationship classification probability by a soft-
max function, and we use the cross-entropy (CE) to evaluate
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Figure 3: The distribution of the valid pair count.

the classification optimization objective. The classification
probability and CE loss are shown in follows,

pi = Pr(i|s, o, I) = σ(zs,o)i =
ezi∑

j∈Cr
ezj

, (11)

Li = −log(pi) = −log
ezi∑

j∈Cr
ezj

, (12)

where pi is the probability that the relationship between ob-
ject pair (s, o) in image I is i, and zs,ois the vector of logits
for relationship classification mentioned in Eq. (6). If we ap-
ply our RTPB, the probability pi in Eq. (11) turns to be:

p̂i = σ(zs,o − b)i = pi
e−bi∑

j∈Cr
e−bjpj

,

where b = [b1, b2, ..., bLr ] is vector of resistance bias. And
the softmax cross-entropy loss turns to be:

L̂i = −log(p̂i) = −log
ezi−bi∑

j∈Cr
ezj−bj

= −log
ezi∑

j∈Cr
ezj

+ bi + log
∑
j∈Cr

e−bjezj∑
k∈Cr

ezk

= Li + θi, (13)

where θi = bi + log
∑

j∈Cr
e−bjpj . For the loss func-

tion, RTPB can be regard as a dynamic re-weighting method
based on the resistance bias bi and the relationship predic-
tion pi. And the weight for the relationship i between (s, o)

is θi in Eq. (13). Because dθi
dbi

= 1− e−biPr(i|s,o,I)∑
j∈Cr

e−bjPr(j|s,o,I)
>

0, the RTPB can up-weight the relationships that correspond
to larger resistance bias while down-weighting the rest. In
this way, RTPB reduces the loss contribution from head re-
lationships and highlight the tail relationships to keep a bal-
ance between head and tail. Take binary classification as an
example, and we can visualize the loss value for the pair with
a specific resistance bias value; as shown in the Appendix.

Moreover, the loss value tends to be larger when the pre-
dicted distribution of pi in Eq. (11) is close to the distribution
of e−bi =

wa
i∑

j∈Cr
wa

j
+ ϵ, which is correlated to the distribu-

tion of the predefined weight ωi of each relationship in Eq.
(8). Because the distribution of ωi correlates to the long-tail
distribution of the training set, the resistance bias provides
continuous supervision against the long-tailed distribution
to avoid biased prediction.

Objective with RTPB From another point of view, we can
simply regard the ẑs,o = zs,o − b as a joint to be opti-
mized in the training phase and the result should be close
to the baseline without RTPB. We then get the final predic-
tion zs,o = ẑs,o + b. In this manner, compared with the
model without RTPB, we tend to judge the ambiguous pre-
dictions as belonging to another one with a larger resistance
bias. Thus the classification boundary of two classes is tilted
to the one with larger resistance. The tilt depends on the rel-
ative value relationship of resistance bias between the two
relationship categories. For example, if we judge the label
of a relationship as i, the ẑi should outperform all of the rest
{ẑj , j ̸= i} by a necessary classification margin bj − bi .

Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our method on the most popu-
lar scene graph generation dataset, Visual Genome (VG). To
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we compare it
with several recent methods, including MOTIFS, VCTree,
and BGNN. We also perform comprehensive ablation stud-
ies on different components and provide a discussion on dif-
ferent cost-sensitive methods for imbalance learning.

Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
Dataset We perform extensive experiments on Visual
Genome (VG) (Krishna et al. 2016) dataset. Similar to pre-
vious work (Xu et al. 2017; Zellers et al. 2018; Tang et al.
2020), we use the widely adapted subset, VG150, which
consists of the most frequent 150 object categories and 50
predicate categories. The original split only has training set
(70%) and test set (30%). We follow (Tang et al. 2020) to
sample a 5k validation set for parameter tuning.

Evaluation Metrics For a fair comparison, we follow pre-
vious work (Zellers et al. 2018; Tang et al. 2020; Li et al.
2021a) and evaluate the proposed method on three sub-tasks
of scene graph generation as follows.

1. Predicate Classification (PredCls). On this task, the in-
put includes not only the image, but the bounding boxes
of objects and the labels of objects;

2. Scene Graph Classification (SGCls). It only gives the
bounding boxes;

3. Scene Graph Detection (SGDet). On this task, no addi-
tional information other than the raw image will be given.

For each sub-task, previous works use Recall@k (or R@k)
to report the performance of scene graph generation (Lu
et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2017), which indicates the recall rate of
ground-truth relationship triplets (subject-predicate-object)
among the top k predictions of each test image. Considering
that the above-mentioned metric (R@k) caters to the bias
caused by the long-tailed distribution of object relationships,
the model can only achieve a high recall rate by predict-
ing the frequent relationships. Therefore, it can not demon-
strate the effectiveness of different models on less frequent
relationships. To this end, the mean recall rate of each re-
lationships, (mR@k), has been widely used in recent works
(Zellers et al. 2018; Tang et al. 2019, 2020; Li et al. 2021a).
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Predcls SGcls SGdet
Models mR@20 mR@50 mR@100 mR@20 mR@50 mR@100 mR@20 mR@50 mR@100

KERN‡(Chen et al. 2019b) - 17.7 19.2 - 9.4 10.0 - 6.4 7.3
PCPL‡(Yan et al. 2020) - 35.2 37.8 - 18.6 19.6 - 9.5 11.7

GPS-Net‡(Lin et al. 2020) 17.4 21.3 22.8 10.0 11.8 12.6 6.9 8.7 9.8
BGNN(Li et al. 2021a) - 30.4 32.9 - 14.3 16.5 - 10.7 12.6

MOTIFS†(Zellers et al. 2018) 13.6 17.2 18.6 7.8 9.7 10.3 5.6 7.7 9.2
MOTIFS+TDE(Tang et al. 2020) 18.5 24.9 28.3 11.1 13.9 15.2 6.6 8.5 9.9

MOTIFS+DLFE(Chiou et al. 2021) 22.1 26.9 28.8 12.8 15.2 15.9 8.6 11.7 13.8
MOTIFS + RTPB(CB) 28.8 35.3 37.7 16.3 19.4 20.6 9.7 13.1 15.5

VCTree†(Tang et al. 2019) 13.4 16.8 18.1 8.5 10.8 11.5 5.4 7.4 8.6
VCTree+TDE(Tang et al. 2020) 17.2 23.3 26.6 8.9 11.8 13.4 6.3 8.6 10.3

VCTree + DLFE(Chiou et al. 2021) 20.8 25.3 27.1 15.8 18.9 20.0 8.6 11.8 13.8
VCTree+RTPB(CB) 27.3 33.4 35.6 20.6 24.5 25.8 9.6 12.8 15.1

DTrans 15.1 19.3 21.0 9.9 12.1 13.0 6.6 9.0 10.8
DTrans+RTPB(CB) 30.3 36.2 38.1 19.1 21.8 22.8 12.7 16.5 19.0
DTrans+RTPB(VB) 25.5 31.1 33.3 17.3 20.1 21.3 11.9 15.7 18.4
DTrans+RTPB(PB) 17.4 21.6 23.1 11.9 14.0 14.7 7.7 10.1 11.9
DTrans+RTPB(EB) 22.7 26.7 28.4 15.2 17.4 18.2 11.0 14.1 16.1

Table 1: The performance on VG (Krishna et al. 2016) under graph constraints setting. † indicates the results reproduced
using the code of (Tang et al. 2020). ‡ models are with VGG16 backbone (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015), while others are
with ResNeXt-101-FPN backbone (Lin et al. 2017). (CB), (VB), (PB), and (EB) indicate the count resistance bias, the valid
resistance bias, the pair resistance bias, and the estimated resistance bias, respectively.

Therefore, we report the performance using the mean Recall,
and the results of Recall are available in the appendix.

Implementation Details
We implement the proposed method using PyTorch (Paszke
et al. 2019). For a fair comparison, we use the object de-
tection model similar to (Tang et al. 2020), i.e., a pretrained
Faster RCNN with ResNeXt-101-FPN as the backbone net-
work. The object detector is fine-tuned on the VG dataset.
Then, we froze the object detector and train the rest parts
of the SGG model. For the DTrans, the number of ob-
ject encoder layers is no = 4 and the number of relation-
ship encoder layers is nr = 2. For the proposed resis-
tance bias, we use a = 1 and ϵ = 0.001 if not otherwise
stated. For the background relationship, the bias is a con-
stant value log 1

∥Cr∥ , where the Cr is the set of relationship
labels. We perform our experiments using a single NVIDIA
V100 GPU. We train the DTrans model for 18000 iterations
with batch size 16. Specifically, it takes around 24 hours for
the SGDet task, and less than 12 hours for the PredCls/S-
GCls task. For the SGDet task, we use all pairs of objects
for training instead of those pair of objects with overlap. For
other experimental settings, we always keep the same with
the previous work (Tang et al. 2020).

Comparison with Recent Methods
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method,
we apply RTPB on several representative methods for scene
graph generation, including MOTIFS, VCTree, and our
DTrans baseline model. As shown in Table 1, we find that
RTPB can achieve consistent improvements in the mean re-
call metric for all of MOTIFS, VCTree, and our DTrans.
Models equipped with our RTPB achieve new state-of-the-
art and out-preform previous methods by a clear margin.

Figure 4: The improvements of Recall@100 on the SGDet
task using RTPB(CB). The number of relationships de-
creases from left to right. It shows that RTPB achieves
higher recall rate on most relationships with a sacrifice on
only a small number of frequent relationships.

Take SGDet as an example, as shown in Figure 4, the recall
rate on most relationships has been significantly improved
(DTrans w/o or w/ RTPB). Specifically, RTPB may also lead
to slight performance degradation on the frequent relation-
ships without over-fitting on the head categories. Therefore,
we see a clear improvement when using the mean recall
rate as the evaluation metric, which demonstrates RTPB can
build a better-balanced model for unbiased SGG.

Among four instance of resistance bias, CB performs the
best on mR because it simply calculates the relationship dis-
tribution based on the whole dataset. VB/PB/EB are pro-
posed based on more critical conditions. Although we be-
lieve that adding more critical conditions would lead to more
practical prior bias, currently, limited data are not sufficient
to obtain proper empirical bias under the given conditions.

Ablation Studies
In this subsection, we evaluate the influence of important
hyper-parameters (a and ϵ) and an extended version of resis-
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Figure 5: Influence of (a) different a and (b) different ϵ.

tance bias, i.e., soft resistance bias. Besides, we compare our
RTPB with several conventional imbalance learning meth-
ods on the SGG task.

Hyper-parameters for Resistance Bias Two important
hyper-parameters in RTPB, a and ϵ are used to control the
distribution of the resistance bias. Specifically, a > 0 is used
to adjust the divergence of the bias, while a small ϵ ∈ [0, 1]
is used to control the maximum relative difference. We per-
form experiments on the SGCls task to evaluate the influ-
ence of a and ϵ in the RTPB. As shown in Figure 5(a), when
increasing a, the overall recall rate decreases and the mean
recall rate increases; when a > 1.0, the mean recall rate also
decreases. Therefore, we use a = 1.0 in our experiments. As
shown in Figure 5(b), we find that ϵ = 1e−3 achieves a good
trade-off between the overall recall rate and the mean recall
rate. Furthermore, we find out that when either a = 0 or
ϵ ≤ 1, the performance is very close to the baseline method
because the resistance biases for different relationships are
equal to each other.

Figure 6: The result of inference with different ae.

Soft Resistance Bias To better understand how RTPB ad-
dresses the trade-off between head and tail relationships, we
introduce a soft version of resistance bias during inference
phase as follows.

bei = −log(
wae

i∑
j∈Cr

wae
j

+ ϵ), (14)

Loss mR@20 mR@50 mR@100
Baseline 9.9 12.2 13.0
LReweight 9.9 14.3 16.8
LClsBal 12.8 15.5 17.0
Lfocal 9.1 11.3 12.1
LLDAM 8.4 10.3 10.8

RTPB(CB) 19.1 21.8 22.8

Table 2: Comparison with other cost-sensitive methods.

where ae ≤ a, and bei is the smooth version of resistance
bias. By applying a smoothed resistance bias in the infer-
ence phase, we can evaluate different impacts of RTPB on
the trained model. Following the analysis of the resistance
bias for adjusting the classification boundary, a smooth resis-
tance bias reduces the margin areas of head categories from
alog wi

wj
to (a− ae)log

wi

wj
. Specifically, 1) when ae = 0, the

result is same as the original one; and 2) when ae = a = 1,
the result is close to the baseline without RTPB, i.e., Mo-
tifs (Zellers et al. 2018) and DTrans. The experimental re-
sults of different ae are shown in Figure 6. The model used
for evaluation is trained with CB and a = 1. As the ae de-
creases, the classification margin of head categories keeps
becoming larger. Therefore, the model performs worse on
the few head categories but performs better on the rest tail
categories. For the evaluation result, this means a consistent
improvement in mean recall metric as shown in Figure 6.
Besides, the model trained with RTPB can achieve similar
performance as many current SGG methods with different
ae. Thus RTPB can be regarded as a general baseline for
different unbiased SGG methods.

Other Cost-sensitive Methods
As shown in Table 2, we compare our method with the fol-
lowing cost-sensitive methods on the SGCls task, using our
DTrans as the backbone. 1) Re-weighting Loss: using the
fraction of the count of each class as the weight of loss. 2)
Class Balanced Re-weighting Loss (Cui et al. 2019): us-
ing the effective number of samples to re-balance the loss.
3) Focal Loss (Lin et al. 2017): using the focal weight to ad-
just the losses for well-learned samples and hard samples. 4)
Label Distribution-Aware Margin Loss (Cao et al. 2019):
using the prior margin for each class to balance the model.

We evaluate these methods on the SGCls task with our
DTrans. As shown in Table 2, our method outperforms the
rest of the methods by a clear margin in the mean recall.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel resistance training strategy
using prior bias (RTPB) for unbiased SGG. Experimental re-
sults on the popular VG dataset demonstrate that our RTPB
achieves a better head-tail trade-off for the SGG task than
existing counterparts. We also devise a novel transformer-
based contextual encoding structure to encode global infor-
mation for visual objects and relationships. We obtain signif-
icant improvements over recent state-of-the-art approaches,
and thus set a new baseline for unbiased SGG.
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